
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Ping Building Systems Launches Revolutionary SaaS Solution for the Smart Buildings 
Industry 
 
New York, NY – June 14, 2024 – Ping Building Systems, Inc., an emerging leader in 
innovative building technology solutions, is excited to announce the launch of its 
groundbreaking SaaS solution designed specifically for the intelligent buildings industry.  
This new platform, PingCx, promises to transform the Lifecycle Commissioning of 
buildings globally.  
 
In today’s fast-paced and challenging Project delivery environment, System Integrators 
and Service Providers face constant pressure to deploy increasingly complex Building 
Automation Systems (BAS) while dealing with significant project constraints. 
 
The commissioning process, which is crucial for verifying that all building systems are 
designed, installed, tested, and capable of being operated according to the owner’s 
operational requirements, often encounters several critical issues: 
 

1. Alleviate the strain of labor constraints: Our innovative PingCx platform 
automates many repetitive tasks during the project delivery process, allowing 
your talented team members to focus on more critical tasks, thereby easing the 
pressure of labor constraints.  

2. Offer a comprehensive audit history: PingCx provides a detailed audit and 
history of commissioning and testing processes, with customized reports and 
punch list items. These results are widely accepted by Commissioning Providers 
(CxP) and Consulting Engineers, instilling confidence in the system. 

3. Simplify integration complexities: Modern buildings incorporate a diverse 
array of technologies, including HVAC systems, lighting controls, and IoT 
devices. PingCx ensures seamless integration among these systems, simplifying 
the process and reducing potential operational inefficiencies and increased 
project timelines, thereby relieving the burden of integration complexities. 
 

For System Integrators, a thorough and systematic approach to the commissioning 
process is crucial. PingCx, our advanced tool, ensures that all systems are fully 
integrated, tested, and operational per the specified performance criteria. This not only 
improves the reliability, efficiency, and sustainability of modern building projects but also 
frees up valuable resources for more critical tasks. 
 
PingCx stands out as the only platform that automates the startup, point-to-point 
checkout, and commissioning of building automation systems, offering a unique and 
comprehensive solution.  
 



Product highlights 
1. Manage both the Automated Testing of sequences and the workflow for point-to-

point testing, system startup, and commissioning. 
2. Easily upload BACnet BMS points database from supported BMS platforms 

regardless of naming conventions. 
3. Provides needed detailed audit and history of commissioning and testing 

process. 
4. Script-based, highly reusable, and repeatable testing. 
5. Create tests from a sample library, use the built-in wizard or a simple text editor. 

 
 
Features 

1. Supports a fully cloud-based and on-prem solution. 
2. Highly secure and scalable architecture. 
3. A hierarchical portal structure manages the commissioning process with several 

user types. 
4. Flexible test scheduling and execution. 
5. Customizable reporting to fit Commissioning Provider and Owner requirements. 

 
Quote from the CEO: 
 
"We are thrilled to introduce PingCx to the smart buildings industry," said Saheel 
Chandrani, CEO of Ping Building Systems, Inc. "Our solution is the result of extensive 
experience delivering projects and services to building owners across the globe. We 
deeply understand what it takes to deliver a strong Building Automation System and 
keep it functioning as designed over the lifecycle of a building. By providing a 
comprehensive, easy-to-use platform, we aim to set a new standard for Lifecycle 
Commissioning of the built world." 
 
About Ping Building Systems, Inc.: 
 
Ping Building Systems, Inc. provides autonomous lifecycle commissioning software that 
speeds up and enhances the efficiency of Building Automation System (BAS) 
integrators globally. Our flagship product, PingCx, streamlines the delivery of building 
technology for New Construction, Existing Building Upgrades, or Retrofit projects. 
PingCx for Services ensures buildings operate at peak efficiency through Retro-
commissioning (RCx) or On-going Commissioning (OCx) of building systems via the 
BAS, leveraging machine learning, secure cloud-based analytics, and domain-specific 
expertise. 
 
We are confident that PingCx will become essential to building operations globally. 
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